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We report an uncommon study of the insertion of distributions of both volume fraction and

depolarization factors in the modeling of the plasmonic properties of implanted Ag nanoparticles

(Ag-NPs) in a SiO2 layer when using spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) characterization. The Ag-

NPs were embedded in the SiO2 matrix by Agþ ion implantation at various doses of 0.5� 1016,

1� 1016, 2� 1016, and 5� 1016 ions cm�2. The formation of the Ag-NPs in a host matrix of SiO2

was controlled by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The Ag-NPs are self-organized in the

layer, and their mean radius ranges between 2 and 20 nm. The optical properties of layers were

extracted by modeling the SE parameters by taking into account the depth profile concentration of

Ag-NPs. The mixture of SiO2 and Ag-NP inclusions was modeled as an effective medium accord-

ing to the shape distributed effective medium theory (SDEMT). In addition to the optical responses,

it is shown that this model enables the explanation of the impact of NP shape distribution on the

plasmon band and provides precious information about the NP shape characteristics. A good agree-

ment was obtained between ellipsometry and TEM results. The distribution of the volume fraction

in the film was found to lead to a gradient of effective dielectric function which was determined by

the SDEMT model. The effective dielectric function reveals distinct Ag plasmon resonance varying

as the Agþ ions dose is varied. The real part of the dielectric function shows a significant variation

around the plasmon resonance in accordance with the Kramers-Kronig equations. All determined

optical parameters by SDEMT are provided and discussed. We highlight that SE combined with

SDEMT calculations can be considered as a reliable tool for the determination of the NP shape and

volume fraction distributions without the need of TEM. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4989793]

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most fascinating varieties of nanomaterials is

composite layer containing metallic nanoparticles (NPs)

which now are considered as a fundamental for designing

new applications in photonics, optoelectronics, and nonlinear

optics.1,2

Several chemical and physical methods are currently

used for the fabrication of such composite layers, see, for

example, Ref. 3. Standing apart from the rest, the ion implan-

tation technique enables us to introduce high concentrations

as well as different metals into the near surface regions of the

dielectric layers.4–6 The formation of NPs by the ion implanta-

tion technique in the layer depends on its own properties, as

well as on the ion implantation parameters (ion dose and

energy, target and annealing temperature, etc.).7 Generally,

the depth distribution of implanted ions and their penetration

in the layer-target are studied by various physical profiling

techniques like Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy

(RBS) or Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) and by

computer simulation such as SRIM.8 However, these methods

are not able to provide other relevant information, which

could be helpful to optimize the optical properties of the

material.

In this paper, we show that spectroscopic ellipsometry

(SE) is a valuable tool to determine both the optical proper-

ties of the composite layer and the depth distribution of

nanoparticles formed by implantation. Since the knowledge

of the effective dielectric function of nano-composite film is

a crucial issue to design optical devices, this work is devoted

to a detailed study of the optical properties of Ag nanopar-

ticles (Ag-NPs) embedded in a SiO2 matrix by spectroscopic

ellipsometry. The mixture of Ag-NP inclusions and silica

was modeled as an effective medium according to the shape

distributed effective medium theory (SDEMT) introduced to

describe the optical properties of spheroids distributed in

shape.9–11 We show in this study that the SDEMT model,

based on a mean field and quasistatic approach, enables the

explanation of the strong correlation between the shape dis-

tribution and the plasmon band. Previously, SDEMT was

successfully used to study the extinction spectra of metallic

colloidal solutions9–11 and to determine the morphology of

gold NPs in a photoresist film.12 Here, the SDEMT is used to

analyze the ellipsometric parameters with the additional dif-

ficulty of the consideration of the depth profile concentration

of Ag-NPs in the SiO2 layer. The distribution of the volume
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fraction in the film was found to lead to a gradient of the

effective dielectric function of the nano-composite layer

which is discussed in detail throughout this report. Finally,

the main purpose of this article is to show that SE combined

with SDEMT calculations can be considered as a reliable

tool for the determination of the NP shape and to probe the

variations of the NP concentration in the film depth without

the need of transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample details

First of all, Si substrates were oxidized in dry O2 to

form a 250 nm thick SiO2 layer, as checked by ellipsometry.

These wafers were then implanted with Agþ ions at 180 keV,

at various doses of 0.5� 1016, 1� 1016, 2� 1016, and

5� 1016 cm�2. In order to minimize self-heating during the

implantation, the wafers were mounted on a sample holder

cooled down by flowing of cold water. These wafers were

then cut into individual samples of about 1.5� 1.5 cm�2.

Some samples were then annealed for 30 minutes at various

temperatures between 300 and 500 �C. The names used for

the different samples, as a function of their detailed prepara-

tion parameters (Agþ dose and annealing temperature), are

indicated in Table I. The names of the samples are given as

Dx-T, where x denotes the ion dose (�1016 cm�2) and T

denotes the annealing temperature.

As expected by SRIM simulations and confirmed by our

RBS measurement (not shown here), the implantation condi-

tions lead to Ag profiles entirely confined inside the oxide

layer, up to a depth of about 170 nm, with a maximum con-

centration of 3 to 10% depending on the implanted dose.

The effective formation of the Ag-NPs was checked by

transmission electron microcopy (TEM). Typical examples

are given in Fig. 1 for the two highest doses as a function of

the post-anneal treatment. The first interesting point to note

(Fig. 1) is that the Ag-NPs are formed during the ion implan-

tation step, without any subsequent annealing. It is also

found that the effect of annealing temperature is significantly

smaller than that of the implanted dose. Of course, as

expected, their size is strongly dependent on the Ag implan-

tation dose, lower doses leading to smaller sizes.

Figure 1 also evidences that the oxide thickness of the

implanted samples (270 nm) is significantly higher than the

starting one (250 nm). This simply means that the swelling

of the SiO2 layer induced by implantation and the Ag-NPs

growth over-compensates the thinning due to the sputtering

linked to the high dose Ag implantation.

Since the main purpose of this work is not to investigate

in detail the mechanism of the Ag-NP formation, we will not

comment later on the exact origin of the Ag-NP distribution

in the samples. We just want to summarize the main results,

relevant for the detailed analysis of the SE results performed

below: Our experimental process leads to well defined spher-

ical NPs exhibiting a volume fraction distribution within the

layer, with a maximum concentration at a depth of around

75 nm from the surface. The NPs are more or less self-

organized within the layer, and their mean radius ranges

between 2 and 20 nm. We note that the spatial self-

organization of NPs could occur during the relaxation by

nucleation and Ostwald ripening.13–15

B. Ellipsometry measurements and modeling details

1. Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry measures the changes in the polarization

state between incident and reflected light on the samples.

The measured values are the w and D ellipsometric angles.

They are related to the ratio of the Fresnel amplitude reflec-

tion coefficients of the sample, rp and rs, respectively, for p-

polarized (parallel to the plane of incidence) and s-polarized

light (perpendicular to the plane of incidence) by16

rp=rs ¼ tan wð Þ eiD: (1)

The spectroscopic measurements are performed in air at

room temperature using a photoelastic modulator ellipsome-

ter (UVISEL). This ellipsometer measures the Ic and Is

parameters related to the ellipsometric angles by

Ic ¼ sin 2wð Þ cos Dð Þ and Is ¼ sin 2wð Þ sin Dð Þ: (2)

Variable angle SE measurements on the Ag-implanted SiO2

films are performed in air at room temperature at angles of

incidence of 50�, 60�, and 70� in the 1.5–4.5 eV energy

range. The measured ellipsometric parameters of all samples

are reported in Fig. 2 for the Ic parameter and in Fig. 3 for

the Is parameter. The observed oscillations in these figures

are the result of the interference phenomena related to the

multi-reflection in the silica layer. The same Ic and Is behav-

iors are obtained for the samples obtained from the same

dose, irrespective of their subsequent annealing, confirming

that, as already mentioned above, the effect of annealing on

the size distribution of the Ag-NPs is insignificant.

In order to be more quantitative and to extract the opti-

cal responses of the embedded Ag-NPs in the silica layer, a

TABLE I. Characteristics and names of different samples used in the study.

Sample name D5-RT D5-300 D5-400 D5-500

Dose (ions cm�2);T(�C) 5� 1016;23 5� 1016;300 5� 1016;400 5� 1016;500

Sample name D2-RT D2-300 D2-400 D2-500

Dose (ions cm�2);T(�C) 2� 1016;23 2� 1016;300 2� 1016;400 2� 1016;500

Sample name D1-RT D1-300 D1-400 D1-500

Dose (ions cm�2);T(�C) 1� 1016;23 1� 1016;300 1� 1016; 400 1� 1016;500

Sample name D0.5-RT D0.5-300 D0.5-400 D0.5-500

Dose (ions cm�2);T(�C) 5� 1015;23 5� 1015;300 5� 1015; 400 5� 1015;500

085308-2 Battie et al. J. Appl. Phys. 122, 085308 (2017)



correct physical model should be established to analyze the

Is and Ic ellipsometric parameters. In the case of multi-layer

systems with implanted nanoparticles, the numerical inver-

sion of ellipsometric equations is difficult. A specific model

was thus developed to take into account the rather complex

sample structure.

2. Optical model

As shown in Fig. 1, the concentration of the Ag-NPs

varies with depth; as a consequence, the optical properties in

this layer also vary with depth. For this reason, it is impor-

tant to take into account these variations in the modeling of

the ellipsometric data. Therefore, the layer was divided into

p sub-layers with equal thickness t0 (p¼ 30 and t0 ¼ 8.3 nm),

namely, sub-layer 1, sub-layer 2, …, sublayer p starting from

the surface. Each sub-layer is thin enough, to consider the

effective optical properties as constant.

The volume fraction (f) of Ag-NPs was determined for

each sub-layer by considering that f varies according to a

Gaussian or bi-Gaussian gradient distributions. The variation

of f is thus given by the following equations:

f tð Þ ¼ A1e
�0:5

t�tm1
rt1

� �2

þ A2e
�0:5

t�tm2
rt2

� �2

; (3)

for 2 and 5 sample sets obtained at 2� 1016 and 5� 1016 cm�2

doses, respectively. And

f tð Þ ¼ A1e
�0:5

t�tm1
rt1

� �2

(4)

for the 1 sample set obtained at the dose of 1� 1016 cm�2,

where t is the film depth. tmi, rti; and Ai are the depth where

the concentration of NPs is maximum, the standard devia-

tion, and the amplitude of the ith Gaussian term, respec-

tively. The schematic of the developed model is given in

Fig. 4. The choice (Gaussian or bi-Gaussian) was primarily

motivated by the RBS measurements and the fit quality

between the ellipsometric experimental data and the optical

model. The dielectric function of each sublayer is described

by the shape-distributed effective medium theory (SDEMT).

FIG. 1. TEM images of samples

obtained at higher ion implantation doses

(2� 1016 cm�2 and 5� 1016 cm�2) at

room temperature and at annealing tem-

peratures of 300, 400, and 500 �C.
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FIG. 2. Measured Ic ellipsometric

parameter of D5-RT, D2-RT, D1-RT,

D5-300, D2-300, D1-300, D5-400, D2-

400, D1-400, D5-500, D2-500, and

D1-500 samples. The measurements

(symbol) are performed at angles of

incidence of 50�, 60�, and 70�.
Calculated Ic parameter (solid line)

using the SDEMT model is also given.

FIG. 3. Measured Is ellipsometric

parameter of D5-RT, D2-RT, D1-RT,

D5-300, D2-300, D1-300, D5-400,

D2-400, D1-400, D5-500, D2-500, and

D1-500 samples. The measurements

(symbol) are performed at angles of

incidence of 50�, 60�, and 70�. The

calculated Is parameter (solid line)

using the SDEMT model is also given.
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This theory is described in our previous publications.9–11 The

effective dielectric function (eeff ) of a medium composed of

ellipsoidal NPs embedded in a dielectric matrix is given by

eeff ¼
1� fð Þem þ fbenp

1� fð Þ þ f b
; (5)

where enp and em are the complex dielectric function of the

NPs and the matrix, respectively. The coefficient hbi is given

by10

hbi ¼ em

3

ð ð
P L1; L2ð Þ

X3

i¼1

1

em þ Li enp � emð Þ
dL1dL2: (6)

Here, L1, L2, and L3 are the depolarization parameters of

ellipsoidal NPs along their three principal axes. These

parameters which depend on the NP shape vary in the 0–1

range and must respect the following sum rule:

1 ¼ L1 þ L2 þ L3: (7)

The distribution of the depolarization parameters P(L1, L2) is

introduced into Eq. (6) to take into account the NP shape dis-

tribution. We assume that the depolarization parameters fol-

low a Gaussian distribution9,17

P L1; L2ð Þ ¼ Ce
�0:5

L1�L1ð Þ2
r2 þ L2�L2ð Þ2

r2 þ L3�L3ð Þ2
r2

� �
; (8)

where L1, L2, L3; and r are the mean values and the standard

deviation of the depolarization parameters, respectively, and

C is a normalization constant.

The comparison between the measured spectroscopic

ellipsometric spectra and the calculated ones from the pro-

posed model is given in Figs. 2 and 3. The theoretical ellipso-

metric parameters (Is, Ic) are calculated from the transfer

matrix formalism16 by considering each sublayer as a mixture

of Ag-NPs and SiO2. The composite film is described by the

SDEMT model as described above. The unknown fitted

parameters for the D2 and D5 sample sets are those of the dis-

tributions of volume fraction (A1, A2, tm1, tm2, rt1, and rt2),

the mean values (L1 and L2), and standard deviation (r) of the

distribution of depolarization factors. For the D1 sample set,

only the parameters A1, tm1, rt1, L1; L2; and r were consid-

ered in the fitting. The data fit was carried out simultaneously

on incident angles of 50�, 60�, and 70� to improve the quality

of the data fit. Since the best fit is obtained, the unknown

parameters were extracted using the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm.18,19 A good agreement was obtained between the

experimental spectra and the calculated ones as can be seen in

Figs. 2 and 3. The root mean square error between the experi-

mental and the simulated data does not exceed 1% for all

films, confirming the correctness of this model. The physical

results obtained by this model are detailed below.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Volume fraction of NPs

The distribution curves of the volume fraction obtained

by the SDEMT model from ellipsometric data modeling for

all samples are given in Fig. 5. For an easy qualitative com-

parison, these curves are plotted on the corresponding TEM

images of the Ag-NP films.

This figure reveals that the SDEMT model effectively

reproduces the distribution of the NPs concentration in the

depth of the SiO2 layer. We would like to point out here that

ellipsometry presents a significant advantage as compared to

TEM for the analysis of the distribution of NPs, which is the

larger number of probed NPs. Indeed, by considering the ellip-

sometric beam diameter (3 mm), the film thickness (250 nm),

and the NP mean volume fraction (2%), we can estimate that

the light beam probes approximately more than 1010 NPs.

Moreover, contrary to SDEMT modeling which can be

extended to very small NPs, actual TEM instruments have a

detection limit of 1 nm in radius. For this, the observation of

the NPs by TEM might become more difficult for some sam-

ples such as D1–400 and D1–500. Therefore, modeling ellip-

sometric data by SDEMT provides valuable information

about the distribution of NPs in the SiO2 layer. Since the dis-

tributions of the NP volume fractions as a function of the film

depth are known (Fig. 5), the mean values of the volume frac-

tions of NPs (f0) through the entire film thickness can be cal-

culated from the distribution of the volume fraction deduced

from the SDEMT model for each annealing temperature:

f0 ¼
1

pt0

ðpt0

0

f tð Þdt: (9)

The evolution of f0 with the ion implantation dose is given in

Fig. 6.

As expected, Fig. 6 shows that the mean value of vol-

ume fraction (f0) of the NPs increases with the ion dose

implantation. It is also confirmed that the determined volume

fraction is not influenced by annealing temperature, consis-

tently with our previous assertion. A last point is worth to be

pointed out: For all the samples, the mean values of f0 do not

exceed 2.5%. This validates a posteriori our SE modeling,

since the SDEMT theory requires a small NP volume frac-

tion (<30%) to neglect the interaction between the NPs.20–23

We note that the volume fraction of NPs in the D0.5 sample

FIG. 4. The optical model used in the ellipsometric data analysis for (a) the

D2 and D5 sample sets and for (b) the D1 sample set. The number of sub-

layers was gradually increased in the model until a very good agreement is

obtained between the measured and calculated spectra.
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set at a very lower ion dose of 5� 1015 cm�2 was found to

be equal to zero. This ion dose is not enough to achieve the

formation of Ag-NPs with a concentration detectable by

ellipsometry or TEM.

B. Distribution of NP depolarization factors

In order to obtain the shape of the NPs, we have deter-

mined the distributions of the NP depolarization factors

P(L1, L2) by SDEMT from data ellipsometric modeling. The

results are reported in Fig. 7. Overall, all samples have depo-

larization factor distribution centered close to (1/3, 1/3), sug-

gesting that the Ag NPs are spherical, in agreement with the

TEM observation. Nevertheless, the distributions of the

depolarization factors are broadened for D2 and D5 sample

sets corresponding to the highest implantation doses. For the

D1 sample set obtained at lower dose, the values of depolari-

zation factors deviate from those of spherical NPs. This can

be explained by the fact that these samples contain NPs of

very small sizes (less than 4 nm), which induce the intrinsic

confinement effect in the optical responses. Since this con-

finement effect is not accounted for in our model, this can

explain the slight deviation of the distributions from spheri-

cal to oblates ones (L2¼L1).

To quantify the variations in the NP shape distribution,

we have introduced the sphericity parameter Ps

Ps ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3

i¼1
�Li �

1

3

� �2
s

: (10)

Ps is the Euclidian distance between the center of the depo-

larization factor distribution and the locus of spherical NPs.

It varies in the 0–0.82 range. Theoretically, the sphericity

parameter of mono-dispersed spherical NPs should be equal

to 0. Due to experimental scattering, this 0 value is not

achievable, and we propose a more convenient sphericity

FIG. 5. Distributions of volume frac-

tion obtained by the SDEMT model

from ellipsometric data modeling. For

comparison, the corresponding TEM

images of Au NP films are also given.

FIG. 6. The mean values of NP volume fractions through the entire film

thickness as a function of ion implantation dose. The values are determined

by the SDEMT model for each annealing temperature.
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criterion obtained by comparing simulations using SDEMT

and the Mie theory. It was thus found that spherical NPs

with a diameter smaller than 50 nm have a sphericity param-

eter Ps smaller than 0.09. Following this criterion, the Ag-

NPs in all samples are spherical except for the D1-RT and

D1–300 samples. Indeed, Fig. 8 shows that the value of Ps is

smaller than 0.09 for D1, D2, and D5 samples annealed at

400 and 500 �C, confirming the spherical character of the

NPs in these samples. The values of Ps for D1-RT and

D1–300 samples containing small sizes of NPs are 0.12 and

0.11, respectively, exceeding the defined sphericity thresh-

old. This can be attributed to the SDEMT model, which does

not consider the intrinsic confinement effects appearing for a

small NP radius. Moreover, the amplitude of the Ps error

bars for these samples suggests that the modeling of the

ellipsometric data should be improved by taking into account

the confinement effects of small-sized NPs. Nevertheless,

the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate that modeling

SE data by SDEMT is a powerful way to reveal the main

features of the NPs’ shape distribution without the need

of TEM. Finally, it is emphasized that, to avoid inaccurate

characterization and to respect the limitations set by the

model, the NP size (diameter) must be higher than 8 nm but

smaller than 80 nm and their concentration must be smaller

than 30%.

C. Gradient of the dielectric function in the film depth

The determination of the effective dielectric function of

nanostructured film is a crucial issue to design optical devi-

ces. The variations of the real part and the imaginary part of

the effective dielectric function in the film depth are depicted

in Figs. 9 and 10. The imaginary part of the effective dielec-

tric function is dominated by a plasmon band centered at

around 2.85 eV, the amplitude of which increases with the

implanted ion dose. According to the Fr€ohlich condition, this

plasmon band is the optical characteristic of nearly spherical

Ag NPs. In accordance with the Kramers Kronig relations, a

FIG. 7. Distribution of depolarization

factor P(L1, L2) of (a) D5-RT, (b) D2-

RT, (c) D1-RT, (d) D5-300, (e) D2-300,

(f) D1-300, (g) D5-400, (h) D2-400, (i)

D1-400, (j)D5-500, (k) D2-500, and (l)

D1-500 samples.

FIG. 8. Sphericity parameter (Ps) calculated by the SDEMT model for D1,

D2, and D5 samples as a function of annealing temperature. The inset shows

the schematic of Ps defined as the Euclidian distance between the center of

the depolarization factor distribution and the locus of spherical NPs.
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large variation of the real part of the effective dielectric func-

tion occurs around the plasmon resonance. As expected for

small NP volume fraction, the real part of the effective

dielectric function at the plasmon energy is close to the

dielectric function of the matrix. A comparison between

TEM results and Figs. 9 and 10 also reveals that the gradient

of the volume fraction in the film leads to a gradient of effec-

tive dielectric function, confirming that the latter can be used

to probe the variations of the NP concentration in the film

depth. Indeed, a strong localization of the plasmon resonance

can be observed in the vicinity of the highly concentrated

nanoparticle layer. The effective dielectric function of the

D1 sample set exhibits a nearly Gaussian depth profile, while

asymmetric gradient profiles can be observed in D2 and D5

sample sets. These profiles are related to two contributions,

which come from the self-organized NP monolayer and the

small NPs distributed in the whole film depth.

D. Absorption coefficient of the nano-composite layer

Figure 11 shows selected examples of the absorption coef-

ficient of the nano-composite layer calculated by dividing the

implanted layer into 30 sub-layers with equal thicknesses of

8.3 nm, using the transfer matrix formalism.16 For the calcula-

tion, the silicon substrate is replaced by vacuum (Fig. 11). The

plasmon band of Ag-NPs centered at around 2.85 eV is clearly

observed. As expected, its amplitude increases drastically with

the implanted ion dose. A typical behavior is obtained for sam-

ple D5-RT corresponding to the higher dose, whereas the sam-

ples implanted at lower doses (D2-RT and D1-RT) exhibit a

large and asymmetric band. This band is attributed to the plas-

monic contribution of NPs with very small sizes (less than

4 nm). These NPs exhibit an intrinsic confinement effect,

which is not considered in the modeling. As can be seen in

Fig. 7, the values of the depolarization factors for these sam-

ples deviate from those of spherical NPs. Therefore, in the

SDEMT model, such NPs are considered as no spherical ones,

and consequently, the plasmon resonance of the D1-RT and

D2-RT samples exhibits strong broadening. Finally, we note

that, if required, the distribution of the absorption coefficient

through the film depth could be also determined as performed

previously for the dielectric function (Figs. 8 and 9).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, this paper deals with the insertion of distri-

butions of both volume fraction and depolarization factors in

the modeling of the physical properties of implanted Ag-NPs

in the SiO2 layer when using spectroscopic ellipsometry

characterization. This uncommon study in ellipsometry

FIG. 9. Gradient of the real part of the effective dielectric function of (a) D5-RT, (b) D2-RT, (c) D1-RT, (d) D5-300, (e) D2-300, (f) D1-300, (g) D5-400, (h)

D2-400, (i) D1-400, (j) D5-500, (k) D2-500, and (l) D1-500 samples.
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involved non-conventional calculation capabilities and spe-

cially design hardware based on shape distribution effective

medium theory (SDEMT). We have demonstrated that

SDEMT calculations are reliable tools for the determination,

from ellipsometric data, of the NP shape and volume fraction

distributions for low concentrations. Compared to local char-

acterization tools such as TEM, the advantage of ellipsome-

try combined with SDEMT is that a very large number of

NPs is analyzed. Therefore, the method gives a relevant esti-

mation of distributions of both volume fraction and depolari-

zation factors since it directly probes a few million NPs. In

addition, a gradient of the dielectric function of the nano-

composite material is determined as a function of the layer

depth. The results infer strong evidence that the gradient of

the volume fraction in the film leads to a gradient of the

effective dielectric function, confirming that the latter can be

used to probe the variations of the NP concentration in the

film depth. It has also been shown that the amplitude of the

resonance plasmonic band is highly correlated with the

implanted ion dose. The dielectric function shows a large

variation in the vicinity of plasmon resonance in accordance

with the Kramers-Kronig equations.
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